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Simply connect your USB compatible device and listen as tracks are joined by various random
sound effects in Non-Stop-Mix Play to keep the groove going in full swing. Choose among
multiple patterns of lighting variations from sound pressure level or low-pass synchronization
modes. From hands-free calling, wireless audio streaming, simple pairing, and voice
recognition, Bluetooth wireless technology has made life in the car much easier. Model year
Pioneer CD receivers with Bluetooth include all these features and a couple more worth noting.
The user will then be prompted to pair with the receiver on the iPhone. This feature is great
where there are multiple devices active and you are trying to search for and connect to a certain
device. Guest Mode is a great feature for a family vehicle with multiple drivers or a driver with
multiple devices because it allows users to pair and delete devices easily without a lengthy
registration or deletion process. This feature is compatible with iOS devices that have voice
recognition capability. Siri Eyes Free provides access to many iPhone functions such as music
selection; making phone calls; and listening to text message, calendar information, and
reminders. Pandora is personalized internet radio that is designed to help you discover new
music that you'll love mixed in with music that you already know. With the DEH-X66BT, you can
enjoy superior sound quality and full control of the Pandora experience in your car directly from
the touchscreen display of the receiver. You are able to give tracks "thumbs up" or "thumbs
down," bookmark a song so you can purchase it later, easily switch between your personalized
radio stations, and view full track data. In-dash control for Pandora is compatible with iOS and
Android devices. Android devices need to be paired to the receiver via Bluetooth while the
Pandora app is running. Song, artist, time and album information are displayed on the LCD
display. With App Mode you can enjoy listening and viewing the content on select compatible
apps directly on the receiver's display from a connected iPhone or iPod Touch. Limited controls
such as track forward or reverse may be executed from the receiver. Note: Not all apps will be
compatible with App Mode and App Mode will provide limited, if any, control over the app. Users
of Android devices running operating system 4. MTP allows the Pioneer receiver to recognize
the Android smartphone as a music storage device. Metadata information such as track, artist,
and album name can be displayed. Match the display and key illumination to your vehicle's
interior lighting. Over , colors are available to match the illumination in any car. The key
illumination and display illumination colors can be customized separately for an endless
number of color combinations. General Color Customization , Colors. Owner's Manual
Warranty. Customize your sound with a 5-band graphic equalizer, high-pass and low-pass filter
settings, and subwoofer control. Simply connect your USB compatible device and listen as
tracks are joined by various random sound effects in Non-Stop-Mix Play to keep the groove
going in full swing. Choose among multiple patterns of lighting variations from sound pressure
level or low-pass synchronization modes. For more information please visit Stay safe and obey
local hands-free laws with built-in Bluetooth HFP. When a registered Bluetooth device is in
close proximity to the receiver, the auto connection function automatically pairs the two units. If
you have a compatible audio player device that also features built-in Bluetooth, you have the
ability to wirelessly stream A2DP and control audio AVRCP to the receiver. Pandora is
personalized internet radio that is designed to help you discover new music that you'll love
mixed in with music that you already know. With the DEH-XBT, you can enjoy superior sound
quality and full control of the Pandora experience in your car directly from the touchscreen
display of the receiver. You are able to give tracks "thumbs up" or "thumbs down," bookmark a
song so you can purchase it later, easily switch between your personalized radio stations, and
view full track data. In-dash control for Pandora is compatible with Apple i
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OS. Song, artist, time and album information are displayed on the LCD display. With an iPhone
connected to the receiver via Bluetooth and the receiver source set to "Bluetooth audio" or
"iPod," simply press the volume knob, wait for the prompt, and speak your command as you
would on your iPhone. With App Mode you can enjoy listening and viewing the content on
select compatible apps directly on the receiver's display from a connected iPhone or iPod
Touch. Limited controls such as track forward or reverse may be executed from the receiver.

Note: Not all apps will be compatible with App Mode and App Mode will provide limited, if any,
control over the app. Match the display and key illumination to your vehicle's interior lighting.
Over , colors are available to match the illumination in any car. The key illumination and display
illumination colors can be customized separately for an endless number of color combinations.
General Color Customization , Colors. Owner's Manual Limited Warranty.

